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Leaky Red Cells

By JAMES H. JANDL

T HE SURVIVAL of the red cell in vivo depends upon its ability to pre-

serve its size, shape, plasticity and stickiness within rather narrow

limits, despite the chemical variations and the continuous physical abuse

encountered in the circulation. In the mature red cell, energy for preserving

morphology and for withstanding wear is derived entirely from the metabo-

lism of glucose. Glucose metabolism serves two principal purposes : mainte-

nance of oxidation-reduction homeostasis through the measured formation of

reduced pvridine nucleotides; and generation of the high energy compound,

adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

Regulation of oxidation-reduction involves the participation of both major

glycolytic pathways. Normally, the reduction of methemoglobin is principally

the task of the methemoglobin reductase ( a diaphorase ) that is linked pref-

erentially to reduced diphosphopyridine nucleotide ( DPNH or NADH )‘

which in turn is generated by the nonoxidative, or “anaerobic,” Embden-

Meyerhof pathway. The reduction of thiols, which is more critical to cellular

viability,2 appears principally to involve the action of glutathione reductase,

linked to reduced triphosphopyridine nucleotide ( TPNH or NADPH ) ; TPNH

is generated by the hexose monophosphate ( HMP ) shunt ( pentose phos-

phate or phosphogluconate pathway ) , an oxidative pathway. In contrast

only the “anaerobic” pathway generates ATP,* which plays a dominant

role in preserving the normal structure of the cell. It is not entirely certain

how many functions ATP carries out in preserving red cell structure but a

function of supreme importance in which it is essential is that of regulating

cell volume and thereby size, shape and plasticity.

In understanding red cell metabolism and the effects on the red cell of

biochemical deprivation or stress, it is important to bear in mind several

unique features of the metabolic machinery. ( 1 ) The mature red cell pos-

sesses no appreciable reserve of g1ycogen� and depends continuously upon

the pay-as-you-go availability of glucose, which enters the cell by a carrier-

mediated mechanism that is not dependent upon intracellular metabolism

or insulin.4 ( 2 ) Steady-state ATP levels are low and there is no reserve of

high energy compounds such as phosphocreatine.5 The red cell does possess
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368 JAMES H. JANDL

a conspicuously high concentration ( about 4-5 mM ) of 2,3-diphosphoglycer-

ate,68 representing about % of the total cell phosphate, and this accumula-

tion appears to serve as a depot both for phosphate and carbohydrate that

may suffice for several hours during periods of metabolic deprivation.9’1

( 3 ) During red cell aging there is a decline in several key glycolytic en-

zymes;1214 the resultant decline in glycolytic rates with cell age’5’16 creates

cellular heterogeneity which, when striking, may even mimic genetic cellular

mosaicism.’T Thus, the red cell injury caused by a given stress, or the extent

of recovery from this injury, may be governed strongly by age-dependent

factors.

VOLUME CONTROL

Cells in general contain relatively high concentrations of impermeant mob-

ecules which exert an osmotic pressure across the cell membrane. In higher

plants exposed to hyposmolar solutions this pressure is withstood, at the ex-

pense of mobility, by the rigidity of the cell membrane. In the thin-skinned

cells of animals, as in human red cells, more complex mechanisms exist that

depend in large part on chemical energy.

As in most cells, water crosses the membrane of red cells with extreme ease

and speed, the half-time of exchange being of the order of a few milli-

seconds.18 The rapidity of this exchange precludes any difference between

net intracellular and extracellular osmolarity and actual measurement has

revealed no gradient for water.’9 The small, “physiologic” anions, Cl and

HCOm, also diffuse across the membrane freely, although not quite with

the rapidity of water, and are passively distributed in accordance with the

Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium. In contrast, cations penetrate the normal red

cell membrane very slowly. Thus the normal unidirectional flow of Na+ is

only about 3 mEq./liter cells/hour and of K� about 2 mEq./liter cells/hour.

Accordingly, despite a large ( about 25: 1 ) chemical gradient, the time for half-

exchange of K+ is over 30 hours,2#{176}as compared to 0.2 seconds for Cl and

0.004 seconds for water.21 Ultimately it is this relative impermeability to ca-

tions that gives the cell “time” to regulate its water content and thereby its

volume by means of the energy-dependent mechanism known as active trans-

port.

As noted above, the relatively high concentration of impermeant molecules

in the cell creates an unbalanced osmotic force. At the concentration of 5 mM

found within the red cell, hemoglobin is believed to exert an osmotic pres-

sure of over 15 milliosmoles.22’23 Other essentially impermeant substances

such as glycolytic intermediates and glutathione may constitute at least an-

other 10 milliosmoles: their true osmotic activity is uncertain and undoubted-

ly varies with variations in metabolism. The principal oncotic substance,

hemoglobin, may be considered essentially as an impermeant polyanion which

contributes about 50 mEq. of anion per liter of cells, the precise value de-

pending upon changes in oxygenation and pH. Thus many negative charges

are provided with relatively little osmotic activity. Nevertheless, it is apparent

that in a cell with an utterly passive semipermeable membrane, and with the
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LEAKY RED CELLS 369

certain stipulation that electrical neutrality must be preserved, the free equili-

bration of the permeant anions, chloride and bicarbonate, and their attend-

ing cations, would unbalance total osmolarity toward the intracellular side.

This in turn would create a gradient for water, which would enter freely

from the plasma and swell the cell.

The cell copes with the asymmetry of its impermeant anions by actively

opposing the equilibration of small ions. Since the small anions of plasma

move too freely through the membrane to be manipulated, control is exerted

through the slowly penetrating cations. In essence this control involves the

active extrusion or “pumping” of cations from the cell at a rate sufficient to

offset their limited rate of entry. The principal cation of plasma is Na�

and therefore the essential mechanism for preventing a rise in osmotic ac-

tivity within the cell and thereby an inward gradient for water is the active

outward transport of Na+ ; it is probable that, with respect to volume con-

trol, the transport of K+ in the opposite direction is a secondary process.

Ultimately, then, volume control by the cell depends on the balance between

membrane permeability and the rate of active transport.

If to the plasma or medium outside the cell substances are added that do

not penetrate the cell membrane, the osmotic asymmetry created by hemo-

globin and other impermeant molecules within the cell will be counterbal-

anced. In this situation active transport may fail or the permeability for

cations may greatly increase but swelling and lysis will not take place for

no gradient for water will develop. Accordingly, substances such as sucrose,

dextran or albumin, none of which normally penetrates the membrane, may

be used in vitro as means for retarding hemolytic processes and for investigat-

ing their mechanisms.

In addition to regulating overall levels of permeant salts by controlling

the levels of total cations, the red cell maintains remarkable gradients for

the individual cation species, so that the intracellular:extracellubar ratios of

K+ and Na+ are roughly 25: 1 and 1 : 12,24,25 respectively. The value of ion

gradients for purposes other than volume control is evident in nerve tissue

where these provide potential electrochemical energy. In red cells the pur-

pose is not so clear and in fact there are widely different cation gradients be-

tween red cells and plasma encountered among, and even within, the various

animal species. Although there is little evidence that an atom of Na� be-

haves differently within the red cell than does one of K� , it is clear that the

cation “pumps” of the membrane readily distinguish these two ions and that

either a rise of intracellular [Na+] or a fall in intracellular [K+] are certain

signs of a failure of the regulating mechanisms and of cell injury.

The red cell membrane is essentially that of a partially collapsed sphere,

a lax structure that may be deformed without extension of its surface. Thus

the volume of its contents may increase considerably before a limiting spher-

ical shape is reached.2#{176} This point, normally achieved when the cell volume

is increased by about 60 or 70 per cent, is known as the hemolytic volume.

Actually in many, if not most, hemolytic processes, the cell injury involves

a loss of surface area as well as a disturbance of ion regulation, and thus
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370 JAMES H. JANDL

the hemolytic volume may be reached with a volume increase of as little

as 20 per 2,27 It is uncertain whether this shrinkage of cell surface is the

result of condensation or of a loss of membrane substance, but studies in

hereditary spherocytosis by Prankerd,28 Reed and Swisher,29 and recently

by \\Teed and his associates#{176}’ indicate that in some situations, at least, a loss

of surface lipids correlates closely with the reduction in potential hemolytic

volume. NIurphy�32 has presented evidence that cholesterol elution is a

lilajor feature of the spheroidal shape-change of red cells during stasis in

vitro. As a generalization, it may be noted that mechanisms of hemolysis

whereby a lo�;s in volume control leads to cellular swelling are usually ac-

companied by a concomitant reduction in cell surface-a process which

speeds achievement of the critical hemolytic volume.

METABOLIC BASIS OF ACTIVE TRANSPORT

The vital ability of living cells to move ions or molecules against electro-

chemical gradients is known as active transport. The pumping in of K+

and the pumping out of Na+ are to a large extent linked processes,3� in

which the rate of active transport ( in man and other animals with “high-

K” cells ) is stimulated by a rise in intracellular [Na+ ] or extracellular

[K+ J.� This responsive mechanism is governed by the activation of an

enzymatic, adenosine-triphosphatase ( ATPase ) , mechanism35,�6 which is

situated in the cell membrane�7 and which facilitates hydrolysis of ATP

and thereby tile release of energy. The term ATPase does not imply the

existence of an enzyme for splitting ATP directly, but refers rather to a net

reaction by which ATP yields ADP and phosphate. It is generally believed

that this net reaction comprises two steps, involving successively a kinase

and a phosphatase.354 This mechanism ( probably its second step ) is pecu-

liarly susceptible to inhibition by such cardiac glyco3ides as ouabain�436,41

in concentrations having little or no other effect on normal cellular metabolism.

Although a “ouabain-inhibitable” active transport is demonstrable in recon-

stituted cell ghosts,�4’42 or in red cells that have been incubated for many

hoursl� or injured by butanol,44 it appears that normal red cells under nor-

mal conditions utilize the “inhibitable” ATPase to a smaller extent.la,ba

On the other hand, changing electrolyte levels as by causing osmotic swelling,

stimulates this system to operate and increase the rate of active transport.46

Thus the ATPase mechanism can be accelerated concomitant with ionic

disequilibrium, much as the HMP shunt can be activated by upsetting the

oxidation-reduction setting.

With activation of ATPase, ATP is split to ADP and inorganic phosphate,

both of which are stimulants to the Embden-Meyerhof pathway.46’47 As the

result, then, of increased intracellular [Na+], the arousal of ATPase engenders

a rise in glucose consumption, a rise that can be inhibited by ouabain.43’4#{176}

The possible physical or molecular basis by which ATP hydrolysis causes

the membrane to extrtlde Na+ and take up K+ has received much attention.

It has been suggested384#{176} that the energy from splitting of ATP is converted

to osmotic work by producing conformational changes in phospholipid car-
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LEAKY RED CELLS 371

riers or pores in the membrane. There is inferred evidence that phospholipids

or phosphoproteins in the membrane are altered by ATP SO as to undergo

reversible, cyclic and perhaps reciprocal changes in their affinity for Na+

and K+. Several of the proposed models for this mechanism have been

discussed recently by Whittam.21

COLLOID Os�IoTIc HE�IoLYsIs

It was recognized some 30 years ago that early in their reaction to he-

molytic substances red cells leaked K+485#{176}and this was accompanied by an

influx of Na�.51 This led to the elucidation of “colloid osmotic hemolysis,”52

whereby an increase in cell permeability caused by a hemolytic agent

sults in an increased rate of cation entry, thereby upsetting the balance be-

tween influx and efflux described earlier. As the result the actively main-

tamed gradients for ions break down, passive equilibration proceeds and,

with the resultant gradient for water, there is a net inward flow of water

with gradual swelling of the cell into a sphere. At this point, further swelling

stretches the membrane so as to increase its permeability still further and

eventually to allow the leakage of hemoglobin-i.e., hemolysis becomes a

visible event. This sequence of events can be inhibited by balancing the

impermeant ion concentration within the cell with “inert” impermeant

substances in the medium. The ability of substances normally impermeant

to the red cell membrane to prevent or delay the process of colloid osmotic

hemolysis depends in part on the hydrated molecular size of the substance

relative to the pore size#{176}of tile membrane. The normal pores of red cells are

estimated to be about 3-4 A in radius, a size sufficient to retard the entry

of Na+ and K+ and virtually to prevent entry of Ca+, Mg+ +, and sucrose.

Large “colloid” molecules such as albumin, dextran and polyvinylpyrollidone

are, of course, entirely nonpenetrating.

As inferred above, the rate of progression of colloid osmotic hemolysis

will reflect the extent to which pore size is increased, the number and size

of the extracellular solutes and the potential hemolytic ( spherical) volume

of the cell.

THE BASIC MECHANISM OF HEMOLYTIC DISORDERS

From the foregoing it is evident that a breakdown in osmotic regulation

and volume control may occur through either of two fundamental changes:

(1) diminished active transport or (2) increased membrane permeability. It

is equally evident that either process may eventually lead to tile other. With

diminished active transport the loss of cation regulation will eventuate in

cell distention and increased permeability. Contrariwise, an increase in

permeability ultimately will lead to a loss of metabolic components and a

failure of active transport.

#{149}Itshould be emphasized that there is no direct evidence that normal red cells possess

through-and-through physical pores or holes. Terms such as “pore” refer to the perme-

ability character of the membrane.
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372 JAMES H. JANDL

The sequential changes following impaired active transport can be ob-

served in normal red cells that are deprived of glucose. This may be achieved

in vitro either by washing cells in glucose-free medium or by allowing the

cells to use up the available glucose. Since normal red cells incubated at

37 C. at pH 7.4 consume approximately 2 ,�moles ( 360 isg. ) of glucose per

ml. cells per hour, normal whole blood will approach glucose depletion in

about 5 or 6 hours. The rate of glycolysis remains fairly constant, provided

pH is controlled, until glucose levels fall below about 7 mg. per cent.53 At

about this time the cells begin to draw upon their stores of 2,3-DPG, the

levels of which gradually decline over the subsequent several hours; when

incubation without added glucose is allowed to continue 12 to 24 hours,

2,3-DPG is almost entirely consumed and ATP levels decline accompanied

by rises in ADP and then AMP and by a continuing accumulation of in-

organic phosphate.8’11’28’54 If this process is interrupted by adding glucose

within a few hours of substrate depletion, there is a regeneration of ATP

and 2,3-DPG and a reduction of inorganic phosphate.28 When for lack of

substrate the cell is unable to maintain ATP levels, and active transport

declines, the rate of sodium extrusion falls below the rate of sodium influx

and potassium efflux exceeds the rate of uptake. At this point, as intra-

cellular Na+ begins to rise, the cells have begun to lose their viability, as

determined by measuring their survival in vivo on reinjection.46’55 In vitro

these devitalized cells, as their constituents approach equilibrium with the

medium, undergo a series of changes involving at first swelling, crenation,

spheroidicity and then progressive loss of surface, shrinkage, spherical trans-

formation and, after several days, actual hemolysis.56’57 This metabolic and

physical decomposition is hastened by packing cells together during incuba-

tion, by the presence of inhibitors of glycolysis such as fluoride or iodoacetate,

and by defects in glycolysis such as a deficiency of pyruvate kinase.

INCREASED MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY: SMALL HOLES

The sequential changes brought on by a mild increase in permeability

have been observed in response to numerous injurious agents and are rather

fully documented in studies of the effects of sulfhydryl inhibitors.2’58 Block-

ade of membrane sulfhydryl groups alone increases the leak rate of cations

several-fold without impairing glycolytic enzymes. In response to this there

is actually an acceleration of glycolysis and presumably of active transport.

However, as the rate of cation penetration exceeds that of active transport

the familiar sequence of colloid osmotic hemolysis ensues, in this case at a

much more rapid rate than is evident on merely removing glucose substrate

or blocking glycolysis. Depending on the number of membrane sulfhydryl

groups blocked, and the permeability damage produced thereby, this process

will progress to hemolysis at any time from 1 to many hours,59 but does not

occur within a few minutes. That the initial hole, or increase in pore size,

created in the membrane by sulfhydryl inhibitors is modest is indicated by

the fact that molecules as small as sucrose (effective radius about 4.4 A) are

still unable to penetrate. Thus sucrose in the medium, while not diminishing
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LEAKY RED CELLS 373

the several-fold increase in the leak rate for Na+ and K that had been

wrought by sulfhydryl inhibitors, continues to act as an impermeant par-

tide which balances the colloidal osmotic pressure of the cell and thereby

prevents the swelling and secondary permeability increase characteristic of

colloid osmotic hemolysis.2’51

A primary moderate increase in permeability may be differentiated pre-

sumptively from a primary “metabolic” failure on the basis of relatively

simple measurements. Increased membrane permeability will involve an

early increase in flux ( and possibly a rapid abnormal accumulation ) of cation

but glucose consumption need not be diminished-indeed, it may be ac-

celerated; diminished active transport need not at first involve increased

cation flux but will usually be characterized by impaired glycolysis.

It should be emphasized that the mechanisms for sequestering injured red

cells in vivo are so sensitive that cells treated with noxious agents such as

sulfhydryl inhibitors may lose their ability to circulate in vivo very early in

the sequence described above-even before colloid osmotic swelling has

begun58 ( see below).

INCREASED MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY : LARGE HOLES

Some agents are able to cause hemolysis within a few minutes or even

seconds, particularly such agents as saponin that penetrate or elute the mem-

brane lipids.27 A clinically important class of compounds having the po-

tential ability to hemolyze red cells rapidly are the hemolysins-antibodies

that fix complement ( C’ ) and can thereby cause lysis in vitro.

Although there have been reports that non-C’-fixing human antibodies,

such as the Rh antibodies, inhibit glycolysis,#{176}#{176}’61studies in this reviewer’s

laboratory have revealed no such effect even at antibody levels far exceed-

ing those causing sequestration and lysis in vivo.#{176}2 In a variety of animal

systems it has been observed that antibodies alone ( usually mixed types of

heterobogous antibodies ) have no appreciable effect on cell metabolism, but

that addition of C’ causes the progressive sequence of K+ loss and Na+

gain,63’64 loss cf phosphates,65 loss of ribonucleotides,64’66 and finally loss of

protein. Unlike the situation with sulfhydryl inhibitors, lysis of animal cells

by C’ could not be blocked with sucrose, but could be prevented by

molecules exceeding about 13,000 molecular weight.67 The inference that C’

caused pores to appear that were 2-3 times the size of normal pores,#{176}7 and

that further enlargement to the point of hemoglobin leakage was the delayed

result of colloid osmotic swelling, was in conflict with the observation that

human red cells did not undergo swelling or spherical transformation during

hemolysis in vitro by anti-A.2 Exploring this further, Sears, Weed, and

Swisher68 found that molecules of dextran having an effective radius of about

32 A or more (presumably sufficient to block a hole 64 A in diameter) in-

hibited the final hemolytic effect of rabbit antibody against human red cells,

whereas lysis of human cells by anti-A was unaffected by molecules of that

size. Direct electron microscopic study of red cells during hemolysis69’T#{176} has

revealed that exposure of sheep red cells to the Forssman antibody and C’
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374 JAMES H. JANDL

infficts circular holes of about 80 A to 100 A in diameter, holes large enough

to allow passage of hemoglobin, which has an effective radius of about 32

A.71 Recently, Rosse, Dourmashkin and Humphrey72 have reported that human

C’ characteristically forms numerous holes, each of which is about 100 A in

diameter, and that the sparing effect of macromolecules in the medium is to

some extent affected by the degree of clustering of the holes as well as by their

individual dimensions. These data, which follow upon similar studies of the

holes73-or at least the defects#{176}9-which appear in the membrane during

saponin lysis, indicate that the rapidity of lysis by C’ reflects the creation of

very large Iloles. It appears that in some species and with some antigen-

antibody reactions the initial hole has a lesser diameter than the effective

diameter of hemoglobin so that the sequence of colloid osmotic swelling

followed by hemolysis occurs, as described by Ellem65’6#{176} and by Green,

Goldberg and their associates.#{176}3’#{176}4’#{176}7’74In other immune reactions, as in human

isohemolysis#{176}8’72 and C’-mediated autohemolysis of PNH red cells,72 the holes

created by C’ are ample enough to permit hemoglobin leakage without the

colloid osmotic effect and therefore without the necessity for a prelytic phase

of cellular swelling or spheroidicity.

A recent study of Yachnin75 indicates that the mere presence of C’3 in the

medium causes lysis in paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria ( PNH ) cells,

which are inherently hypersensitive, to C’ lysis, particularly in the acid range

that is optimal for human C’.76 This hypersensitivity apparently arises from a

nonimmunological, structural phenomenon whereby the membrane has an in-

creased affinity for C’3a75 and thus a given amount of C’3 creates more

numerous holes in PNH cells than it does in the normal.72 The extreme

porosity engendered results in an all-or-none mode of lysis that precludes a

colloid osmotic mechanism and that presumably accounts for the absence in

the patients’ peripheral blood of such prelytic changes as spherocytosis.

MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY AND THE HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAS.

HEREDITARY SPHEROCYTOSIS

The inborn nature of hereditary spherocytosis ( HS ) and the observations

by Emerson, Shen, Ham and Castle,7779 by Dacie,8#{176} and by Young and his

associates8’ that HS cells were hypersusceptible to “erythrostasis” in vitro

called attention to a possible metabolic disorder in these cells. The efficacy of

glucose in protecting HS cells in vitro82 and the abnormal distribution of p32�

labeled orthophosphate recovered from these cells83 led to the conclusion that

a deficit in ATP generation was responsible for the process. This conclusion

was somewhat at odds with the combination of findings by Bertles84 that Na�

influx, and by Harris and Prankerd85 that Na+ effiux, respectively, were ac-

celerated. Further examination of this matter in the cells of splenectomized HS

patients revealed that there was an actual increase in the active transport of

Na+ accompanied by an appropriate increase, rather than a decrease, in

glycolysis.45’46 These cells were found to respond to the abnormal (11/2 to

2-fold) influx of Na� by arousing the ATPase mechanism and thereby

extruding Na+ at an increased rate.46 The heightened rate of breakdown of

ATP, as documented by Mohier and Eby,86 to ADP and phosphate, in turn,
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LEAKY RED CELLS 375

stimulates glycolysis.46’8#{176} Concomitant with this, there is an increased rate of

turnover of inorganic phosphate into membrane phosphatides, particularly

phosphatidyl serine as reported by Jacob and Kamovsky.87 As long as

substrate is adequate, the pH is controlled and the cells are freely suspended,

the HS cells compensate well for the increased leak rate of Na+ by “hyper-

pumping.” On glucose deprivation, cell packing, or the addition of inhibitors

of active transport, such as ouabain, the HS cells rapidly accumulate Na+,

become nonviable and then gradually undergo osmotic swelling and lysis.4#{176}

That the increased rate of “autohemolysis” is indeed a result of colloid osmotic

swelling is confirmed by the fact that hemolysis is inhibited by sucrose.46

As the HS cell decompensates during periods of metabolic stress, there

occurs an abnormal loss of membrane lipid28’29 and a correlated shrinkage of

surface area.3#{176}Thus, as with many hemolytic processes, tile critical hemolytic

volume is well below that for simple osmotic lysis and its attainment is thereby

enhanced.

Whether this leakiness of HS cells is specific for Na + , or whether the

presumed slight increase in membrane pore size affects many particles that

barely pass through normally, is unknown. It is also unknown whether the

hyperpermeability reflects an innate structural defect in membrane lipids or

proteins. It is now believed that the total and relative amounts of the mem-

brane lipids are normal,889’ but their stability and placement are more difficult

to assess. The similarities noted in the behavior of HS cells and of normal red

cells exposed to low concentrations of sulfhydryl inhibitors,2 and the pre-

liminary finding that membrane reactive suifhydryl groups are diminished in

number in HS cells92 raises the possibility that the “primary” defect is struc-

turally related to the number or availability of protein thiols.

Almost certainly the metabolic basis of the more severe form of hereditary

elliptocytosis will resemble that of hereditary spherocytosis, for the two

processes are in most respects closely analogous.

HEREDITARY NONSPHEROCYTIC HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAS

It is probable that a large number of the inborn hemobytic disorders will

involve a crucial disturbance in membrane permeability or in active transport.

Presumably, defects in the main glycolytic pathway, as in patients with

pyruvate kinase deficiency#{176}3 and triosephosphate isomerase deficiency#{176}4 will

lead to a failure of cation regulation and eventually to increased permeability.

It is of interest, however, that red cells from most such patients tend to

“leak out” more than they “leak in” as they autohemolyze.56 A recent report

by Nathan and his associates93 indicates that in pyruvate kinase deficiency the

low levels of ATP and the “instability” of ATP on erythrostasis that was

noted by Robinson, Loder and DeGruchy8 is the result not only of impaired

synthesis but also of an ATPase-governed increase in utilization. Thus, where-

as hereditary spherocytosis seems to result from a primary mild increase in

permeability, in which Na� influx plays a dominant role, the nonspherocytic

anemia of pyruvate kinase deficiency appears to arise from a primary reduction

in active transport in which K+ loss becomes a dominant event.

It appears that in situations involving an impairment of ATP synthesis, as
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in some patients with pyruvate kinase deficiency or in fluoride poisoning,3

there occurs a pronounced physical distortion and crenation of the mem-

brane95#{176}7 in accompaniment with a high leak-rate, particularly for K+.ae.9599

It is likely that processes other than active transport are also failing as the

result of inadequate ATP, and that these favor an increase in K+ efflux rather

than of Na+ influx, resulting in non-spherocytic, leaky cells. The mechanism

and, in fact, the extent, of this “uncoupling” of cation fluxes is unknown.

ACQUIRED HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAS

Acquired hemolytic disorders, as always, are more variable. However, it

seems clear that the lethal phase of drug-induced oxidative hemolysis is that

of injury to the membrane, as manifested both in vivo and in vitro by

spherocytosis10#{176} and in vitro by an increased leak of cations.10’ There is evi-

dence that this increase in membrane permeability is at least in part the

result of oxidation of membrane thiols.59’92

Our understanding of the effects of antibodies on membrane function in

vivo is also incomplete. As with drug-induced hemolysis, spherocytosis and

increased osmotic fragility are familiar manifestations of immune lysis,

particularly, but not exclusively, with antibodies that potentially fix com-

plement. As noted above, however, swelling or spheroidicity are not en-

countered during hemolysis in vitro in human immune systems, C’-mediated

hemolysis having an all-or-none behavior. Indeed, amounts of antibody that

are sublytic in vitro but are more than adequate to cause red cell destruction

in vivo have been found to have no appreciable effect on cation flux in vitro,#{176}�

although recent studies by others’#{176}2 indicate that there may be an increased

rate of K+ leak from “Coombs positive” red cells. Direct studies of red cell

behavior in vivo during tile course of antibody-induced red cell destruction

have shown by means of the Cr51-fragility method103 that sequestration is not

preceded or attended by a change in osmotic fragility. On the other hand,

normal red cells injected into a patient with an immunohemolytic anemia and

spherocytosis will acquire over a period of several days an increased osmotic

fragility comparable to that of the patient.103 In experimental animals, as

shown by Dameshek and Schwartz,104 the injection of antiserum readily pro-

duces spherocytosis of the recipients’ red cells; however, spherocytosis is not a

usual feature of injecting red cells into incompatible recipients.

These clinical and experimental observations indicate that in vivo the

reticuboendothelial structures ( principally spleen and liver ) are capable of

trapping altered red cells whose membrane injury is too slight to incur

measurable changes in permeability, cation flux, glycolysis or shape. Thus

when small amounts of altered cells are injected, sequestration occurs before

relatively advanced changes, such as spherocytosis, can occur. However, in

the patient with a sustained hemolytic process, as after the injection of large

amounts of antiserum, the reticuloendothelial system may become so saturated

that there is a pile-up of altered red cells.

Does the accumulation of spherocytes in the circulation during sustained

immune or chemical hemolysis reflect a specific process that is too slow to be
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measured in vitro, or are there nonspecific mechanisms in vivo for lysing

altered cells by a process of colboid osmotic hemolysis and spherocytosis akin

to that seen in other systems in vitro? Since the injection of an excess of

isoantibody such as anti-A into patients may produce a dramatic increase in

spherocytosis within several hours, or at most a few days,’#{176}5one would expect

to be able to measure the instrumental biochemical changes. Experimental

studies strongly suggest that there are mechanisms or substances in vivo apart

from C’ that hasten the lysis of injured cells.’00 It is known that cells altered by

antibodies, heating, storage, sulfhydryl inhibitors or oxidant chemicals are

initially trapped in the sinuses and marginal zones of the spleen;107’108 only

later and gradually does erythrophagocytosis occur, largely by macrophages

moving in from the central portions of the red pulp. During the period after

sequestration but prior to lysis, the trapped red cells undergo a much more

rapid increase in osmotic fragility than do comparable cells in the circulation

or in vitro.58’108 The similarity between this apparently accelerated loss of

osmotic regulation during red cell sequestration in vivo and the effect of cell

packing in vitro suggest a common mechanism. In vivo, however, the process

may be greatly accelerated by virtue of the competition for substrate between

trapped red cells and the surrounding tissue cells and by rapid changes in

pH. Although the deleterious effects of erythrostasis109 are most readily

imagined in the spleen, similar erythrostatic phenomena are likely to occur in

the sinuses of the liver and possibly of the bone marrow, for spherocytosis

may be encountered with chronic acquired hemolytic anemias in patients who

lack spleens.

The normal survival of red cells requires maintained regulation of cell

size and shape. This regulation is to a large extent dependent upon membrane

permeability and the active transport of cations. Agents such as C’ that

affect permeability markedly by creating large holes in the membrane lead to

rapid cell death. Most hemolytic disorders thus far studied involve lesser

increases in membrane permeability and hemolysis occurs more gradually

by the sequence of colloid osmotic swelling, loss of cell surface, and

spherocytosis. With very mild permeability changes, as in hereditary sphero-

cytosis, the cell may compensate for an increased leak-rate for cations by

increased active transport. This compensation requires increased glycolysis

and optimal metabolic conditions, however, and the cell rapidly decompensates

during glucose deprivation or metabolic stress. The interaction between

reticuloendothelial tissues and red cells provides such a stress for leaky cells

and hastens their destruction.
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